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Foreword
Under the visionary leadership of Hon’ Vice Chancellor Dr Navin Sheth, Honorary
Director- Mr Hiranmay Mahanta and with the support of IAS K.K. Nirala, DTE,
Government of Gujarat, GTU Innovation Council has started zonal centers at Rajkot,
Surat and Vadodara to support and nurture Innovations and Start-ups within the
University community. It has been designed to act as a catalyst of change for the
society.
As per the latest address by Hon’ble PM Narendra Modi (at Smart India Hackathon
2018), Innovation is the driver for the nation’s growth and key to faster growth lies in
completing the cycle (he) termed as ‘IPPP’- Innovate, Patent, produce and prosper !
Innovation and Entrepreneurship are off the track movements, which requires right
kind of culture and ecosystem to grow and sustain. Even the first step of problem
identification is not that simple, for instance, it is important to start with identifying
and articulating a specific problem that one will address. When one is able to identify
unique gap, which is when a focused solution to that problem will emerge. This gap
identification must be backed by data and research. Once there is complete
understanding of the underserved need one is trying to address, only then one can
design the best possible solution for that context.
GTU Innovation Council is putting its best efforts since 2011 in aligned with ‘IPPP’
model. Design Thinking, Patent Clinic, and Student Startup Support System to name
a few!
The zonal centers are thus created to penetrate more in the state and maximum
people can be benefitted in the era of innovation and entrepreneurship.
To benefit Saurashtra zone, GTU Innovation and Startup Center, AVPTI Campus,
Rajkot was inaugurated on 13th October, 2017. Since it got operational from
December 2017, Rajkot center has been active with bunch of activities and events.
Till March 2018, the programs conducted includes: IPR sensitization, 3D printing
workshop, session on open source software like freemind and Mathcad, startup
hustle series and ease of doing startup by eChai and regional screening for SSIP.
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Program Calendar (October 2017 – August 2018)
1

Inaugural Ceremony

13 Oct, 2017

2

IPR sensitization

8 Dec, 2017

3

3D printing Workshop

23 Jan, 2018

4

Session on freemind software

26 Feb, 2018

5

eChai collaboration: Startup hustle series

3 Mar, 2018

6

TieCON exposure for GIC associates

9 Mar, 2018

7

Regional screening for SSIP

16 Mar, 2018

8

eChai collaboration: Ease of doing startup

7 Mar, 2018

9

Session on MathCad Software

26 Mar, 2018

10

Peer drill

31 Mar, 2018

11

Hands-on workshop on Arduino

7th-8th April, 2018

12

Introduction to Blockchain

14 April, 2018

13

Peer drill

22 April, 2018

14

eChai collaboration: E-commerce

18 May, 2018

15

Patent Search and Technology Landscaping

10 June, 2018

16

Startup Clinic

5 July, 2018

17

Basics of IPR

10 July, 2018

18

How to start a Startup

11 July, 2018

19

Hands-on session: PCB design

14th-15th July, 2018

20

Workshop on Prior Art Search

17 July, 2018

21

Business Model Canvas

24 July, 2018

22

Design Thinking Sensitization (Atmiya college)

1 Aug, 2018

23

eChai demo day

4 Aug, 2018

24

Product to Prototype (GEC)

9 Aug, 2018

25

Entrepreneurship & Innovation

10 Aug, 2018

26

Academic Meet-up

18 Aug, 2018

27

Basics of Design Thinking

30 Aug, 2018
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Endeavors on cultivating design thinking approach for
problem solving
Design Thinking Workshop _______________________________30 Aug, 2018
Session by: Parth Sejpal
The emphasis tends to be on utilizing engineering, science and technology to develop
solutions for society. The design engineer usually works with a team of and other
designers to develop conceptual and detailed designs that ensure a product actually
functions, performs and is fit for its. The main benefit of Design Thinking Event
includes:




Students get clear idea of what design thinking actually is.
Why design thinking in curriculum?
Students get a notion of as to how design thinking aligns with industry need.

Session contents:


four canvas of design engineering: AEIOU sheet, Empathy Mapping canvas,
Ideation Canvas and Product Development Canvas
o AEIOU: User, Stakeholders, Activities and Story building, Activities,
Environment, Interaction and Objects
o Empathy mapping: User, Stakeholders, Activities and Story boarding
(Happy Story and Sad Story)
o Ideation canvas: People, Activities, Situation/Location and Possible
Solution
o Product development: Purpose, People, Product Experience, Product
Function, Product Features, Components, Customer Revalidation,
Reject, Redesign and Retail.
o Design Engineering Process: series of steps, designing a product that
meets certain criteria and/or accomplishes a certain task, how
students apply core skills to everyday tasks, how students approach
complex challenges, how students approach their changing
environment
o Design methodology
3
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Endeavors for Intellectual Property awareness and support

Patent Search and Technology Landscaping_______________10 June, 2018
Session by: Parth Sejpal
GTU has been consistently making efforts to ensure that every single IDP/UDP
becomes more original and relevant to the users. To reduce the possibility of
reinventing the wheel and to increase the originality quotient of the projects GTU
have procured paid patent database “PatSeer”. It helps to examine current scenario
of student project and its technical lacunas and how you can find best paths for
future innovative project development.
The session taught the importance of patents and briefed about the patent
filing procedure in India. The importance of International Patent Classification (IPC)
for ease of finding the patents of the required innovation or technology can be made
easily.
Various types of free databases like PatentScope, Espacenet, Google Patents,
INPAS – Indian Patents Advanced Search System were introduced and how to search
for the patent from these databases using keywords and different Boolean
operators, proximity operators and wildcard operators in it.
Prior credentials were created for the group of participants and were do hands
on experience for Patent search in the paid database. The demonstration for the
same was given.
After
an
intensive
exercise
during
the
workshop
about 40 participants found their queries, innovative and patentable and
filed for provisional patents.
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Basics of IPR______________________________________________10 July, 2018
Session by: Ashish Kothari, HOD, EC Dept., Atmiya Institute of Tech. and Science
Basic IPR workshop is designed to enlighten the participants about the basics of the
intellectual property rights and its effect on the ‘Project to Products Process’ and
patent basics.
The session answered the questions like what is patent? What was the process of
registered Patent? Which legal document must require for registered patent? When
an innovation called patent? What was the law for patent?
Session brief:
 Patent is filed for a unique innovation. Innovation means a new way of
doing something, offering a new technical solution to a problem. IPR grants
exclusive rights of an invention – product / process to the owner.
 Anybody can file patent with an idea or product, new process concept or
research
 Patent is a negative right and a territorial right. If we register our patent
then its stops others from making, using, offering for sale, selling or
importing patented invention without Permission of owner.
 Jurisdiction:
o Address for service Place of residence, domicile or business of the applicant (first
mentioned applicant in the case of joint applicants)
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Place from where the invention actually originated.
Address for service in India given by the applicant when he
has no place of business or domicile in India. Like Delhi,
Kolkata, Chennai, Mumbai.
Controller
General







Jt. Controller

Dy.
Controller

Asst.
Controller

Examiner

Examiner

Examiner

For
information
about
various
Sections:
http://ipindia.nic.in/IPActs_Rules/updated_Version/sections
The system works with first-to-file rule
Discussion on patent drafting, What is not patentable?, Specifications, Patent
Prosecution, Patent Fees, Various Forms, Specification Acknowledgement,
Request for Examination, Status of the patent.
Presentation of examples of patented innovation in the domain of social
innovation research
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Workshop on Prior Art Search_________________________________ 17 July, 2018
Session by: Parth Sejpal
Session covered the following concepts and clarification on innovation myths:
Prior art does not need to exist physically or be commercially available. It is enough
that someone, somewhere, sometime previously has described or shown or made
something that contains a use of technology that is very similar to your invention. A
piece of technology that is centuries old can be prior art. A previously described idea
that cannot possibly work can be prior art. Anything can be prior art.
An existing product is the most obvious form of prior art. This can lead many
inventors to make a common mistake: just because they cannot find a product
containing their invention for sale in any shops, they assume that their invention
must be novel.
The reality is very different. Many inventions never become products, yet there may
be evidence of them somewhere. That evidence - whatever form it may take - will be
prior art.
This means that if you want to find out if your invention is novel, you should indeed
search products past and present - but you should also search much further.
The most important place for further prior art searching is the worldwide patent
system. Some free patent databases are PatentScope, Espacenet, Google Patents,
INPAS – Indian Patents Advanced Search System, etc
Importance of Prior Art and current scenario:
When an organization invests large sums of money in Research and Development
(R&D) activities, it seldom verifies if the technology it wants to develop already exists
and if it is it owned by someone else.
To know what has been developed before you initiate R&D work you need to perform
a so-called prior art search to detect all existing similar developments or inventions.
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Usually, researchers rely on classic sources to access this information such as
scientific publications, conference documentation, contacts with peers, the Internet,
etc. In the process, patents are often overlooked because scientists consider patents
to be more of a business instrument than a source of information.
Why Patent databases are most preferred for prior art search:
Patents, however, not only offer a huge insight into existing technologies but also
provide essential information on who owns a technology and who the major players
are in a particular field.
There are many reasons why you should systematically use patent databases as a
source of technical information:
Patent documents contain information you will not find elsewhere. Since patent
documents must describe inventions in such a way that persons skilled in the art can
reproduce them, (insufficient disclosure can result in the rejection of a patent
application) these documents will contain detailed information you will not find in
classic scientific publications.
Patent documents are easily accessible. Today many patent databases are available
freely on the Internet. Patent offices worldwide have agreed on publication
standards and the sharing of their publications, resulting in global, well-structured
databases. Patent data is also classified according to a universally accepted scheme,
subdividing the technical fields into very fine sub-domains. Classic scientific
publications, on the other hand, originate from many sources and do not respect
publication standards as patents do.
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Endeavors for grooming Innovators and Startups
Startup Clinic_________________________________________________5 July, 2018
Session by: Parth Sejpal and Foram Chandarana
Session started with brief introduction and an interactive mode by knowing personal
perceptions of the attendees about startup.
Any business always starts out as an idea, but you have to transform that idea into action.
That’s where many individuals can start to feel overwhelmed. It’s understandable to
freeze up at the deluge of things that are required to get a business started, but getting
going is actually easier than you might think.
Key things any startup should be prepared for:






Business plan
Legal aspects
Web presence
Clear monetary decision
Customers

Followed by addressing the potential of academic projects, how one can think of
improving it and develop it as marketable product and covert their final year project into
startup.
The open discussion on difference between traditional business and startup and the
suggestion was conveyed that one must define their vision, mission and objectives and
then proceed further.
Collected the reasons from each attendee about what they are looking forward from GTU
Innovation and startup center and their motive to attend the session, majority of them
suggested to get new ideas from peers and to know and understand the process.
Clarification on the parameters one judges about the potential and innovation aspect in
any idea/project:




Novelty
Ease of deployemt
Frugality
10




Utility
Potential impact

You can assure yourself that your efforts will be successful if you are passionate about
solving the issue, you have the right team to execute, enough skills, you are aware about
the process and you get the right funding.
The supper break was followed by listing of the real life daily problems one faces to
cultivate the eye to observe around keenly, empathize and put valuable efforts in solving
real problems which is faced by many.
The GTU-SSIP and NI support process and links were shared before the conclusion.
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How to start a Startup____________________________________11 July, 2018
Session by: Jayson Ganatra, Founder, Sattardas Makerspace, systems thinker, hardware
geek
Introduction
A startup is a young company that is just beginning to develop. Startups are
usually small and initially financed and operated by a handful of founders or one
individual. These companies offer a product or service that is not currently being
offered elsewhere in the market, or that the founders believe is being offered in
an inferior manner.
In the early stages, startup companies' expenses tend to exceed their revenues
as they work on developing, testing and marketing their idea. As such, they often
require financing. Startups may be funded by traditional small business loans
from banks or credit unions, by government-sponsored Small Business
Administration loans from local banks, or by grants from nonprofit organizations
and state governments. Incubators can provide startups with both capital and
advice, while friends and family may also provide loans or gifts. A startup that can
prove its potential may be able to attract venture capital financing in exchange
for giving up some control and a percentage of company ownership.
The session answered the questions like how to Start a Startup? What was the process of
Start a Startup? Which legal document must require for it? What was the law for it?
Flow of Event








Why Startup?
Understanding the process
Idea
Validation
Testing Hypothesis
Business Model and Business Plans
Useful Resources
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 Why Startup?
Startups are mushrooming in large numbers in India. Apart from introducing
everyone to new innovations and ideas, they are also employing numerous
people from diverse domains, especially the youth. Even experienced people,
particularly from the consultancy sector, are opting to work in startups. Let
us analyze why taking the plunge and entering the startup world can be an
exciting proposition.
 We have to Understanding the Process
 Idea Validation,
Finding cofounder’s
Understanding the Target Market,
Building MVP
 Product Validation,
Analyzing competition,
Finding first 100 users who loves your product
 Creating Business Model and Business Plan,
Testing hypotheses and continuously improving the product,
Growing 5% a week.
 Startup Idea
Are you living in future and see an innovation that can shape humanity? Or
are you just observative enough to spot the problem faced by people? In both
cases, you will have an idea to help people, and of course, make a lot of
money in the process.
 Validation
Validation is when you can do business with your product or service. Identify
your target market and carry out the below validation,
1. Feasibility Study
a. Google
b. Crunchbase
c. Angel.co
d. LinkedIn
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e. Google Adwords
f. Google Trends
g. SEMRush
h. Alexa
i. Brand24
j. Quora, etc.
2. Proof-of-Concept (POC)
a. Pen & Paper
b. Business Card
c. UXPin
d. Quora
e. Landingi
f. Facebook Ads, etc.
3. Prototype
a. HotJar
b. Survicate
c. SecurionPay
d. Google Analytics
e. Woodpecker
f. Growbots
g. Appoint.ly
h. UserEngage
i. AppSumo
j. FluidUI, etc.
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Business Model Canvas____________________________________24 July, 2018
Session by: Jayson Ganatra, Founder, Sattardas Makerspace, systems thinker, hardware
geek
Business model canvas is a strategic management and lean startup template for
developing new or documenting existing business models. It is a visual chart with
elements describing a firms’ or product's value proposition, infrastructure,
customers, and finances. It assists firms in aligning their activities by illustrating
potential trade-offs.
A global standard used by millions of people in companies of all sizes. You can use
the canvas to describe, design, challenge and pivot your business model. It works in
conjunction with the value preposition canvas and other strategic management and
execution tools and processes.
Mr. Jayson Ganatra initiated the session with the very basics. He asked the
participants about their thoughts on the startup ecosystem and asked them to come
up with different and out of the world ideas. A sense of challenge was enthused in
the audience and they picked up fast.
He then continued by explaining all the aspects of the canvas and every column. He
also suggested from where to start first so that we don’t get confused in the long run.
This made the complex looking canvas a straight forward approach.
Participants formed groups of three-four and worked in resonance on different ideas
of their own. The range was vast, starting from a two-chain bike to a LCD enabled
switch, it was a plethora of innovation at the GTU Innovation Council. Mr. Jayson
Ganatra facilitated each group with equal enthusiasm and helped them along the
way as they made their first business model canvas. Some participants were
experienced individuals from the industry and gave valuable suggestions. All the
blocks were explained and then every block was given 10 minutes to work on.
Participants from the audience also asked several questions as it was a new thing.
But every question was very humoursly answered by the speaker deriving examples
from real life situations.
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In the end, every group explained their Business Model through the Canvas. Sticky
notes and the other required stationary was provided by the GIC associates. All the
groups engaged in a healthy discussion among themselves and came up with very
good and creative ideas. A particular group gave a very good idea of lightening a lamp
through gravity. They explained their beneficiaries, users, channels and how will they
establish a reputation among their customers. Similarly, every group explained their
idea through the canvas. Another group came with an idea of a cycle having two
chains. Every group was given a chance to explain their canvas.
When every group presented their particular canvas, it was time for some networking
and fun. But like every other event held at GIC, a group photo having all the bright
minds in one frame is necessary. A souvenir of the amazing and enlightening event.
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Innovation and Entrepreneurship_____________________________10 Aug, 2018
Session by: Dhaval Trivedi, Founder- Pragrathan: Rejuvenating Nature
India faces a dual challenge of low levels of expenditure and relatively ineffective and
inefficient services. Innovative practices in existing businesses and organizations along
with the creation of new ventures based on new business models and technology, hold
the potential of creating much greater value for the resources expended. This potential
includes devising lower cost versions of existing products, leveraging existing resources
to serve more people, and leapfrogging traditional western models and practice to create
more impact. Much of this has lately been called frugal or disruptive innovation.
Established firms innovate in order to outmaneuver or respond to their competition. And
in the public sector, the need for effective policies to deal with new challenges and for
increasing service delivery with declining budgets also places a premium on innovative
thinking.
Innovation: the outcome, Entrepreneurship: the process
The session contained the explanation that Entrepreneurship is not about building only
multi-millionaire company, rather then it is a practice which integrates values and
responsibilities towards the society.
Business is money driven and innovation drives the enterprise.
Idea generation: Your idea and research is your strength, research is the virtue of eternal
curiosity, and most creative ideas come in a fascinating way.
Discussion on design, manufacturing and patent of Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Business Strategy: one must go from zero to one, if you are aiming for a real innovation
and stand out in the market.
Monopoly: The technology one will use, that should be a hard earned and proprietary
technology. This will protect your rights and you will enjoy monopoly on a market.
Non-Monopoly: It is the business that is prevalent in the market and doing well. You
adapt with it and start your own. This is known as indifferent companies.
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The speaker shared his own rule of innovation and a brief discussion on Expansion
Opportunity and Venture Capitalism.

Eternal Rule of the Entrepreneurship and Innovation: one should possess a deep secret
about the world and nature with you that thrives your enterprise, what valuable company
is nobody building? Answer to this question is a secret that a world is yet to be reveal: If
you think that world has no secret, then no new companies will be formed, if you think
yes, then the path breaking companies are yet to be founded.
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Endeavors for capacity building and skill development
Hands-on Workshop: Arduino___________________________7th-8th April, 2018
Session by: Kaushal Udani
Arduino is an open-source platform used for building electronics projects. Arduino
consists of both a physical programmable circuit board (often referred to as
a microcontroller) and a piece of software, or IDE (Integrated Development
Environment) that runs on your computer, used to write and upload computer code
to the physical board.
Basic idea behind Arduino workshop was to Develop Logical Coding Skills in students
with help of open source processor (Arduino).
DAY1:

different logic building with same code



“GIThub”



How to use it



Define Commands



File Inclusion



Different sensor interfacing

DAY2:

Clock algorithm for servo motor



Voltage and Current relationship algorithm



Mapping algorithm



Digital and Analog sensors like Temperature Measuring and Humidity
Calculative algorithm development

Also given Live Project guidance (Given tips which sensor to use in their final year
project).
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Introduction to Blockchain_________________________________14 April, 2018
Session by: Dhruv Gupta and Pravesh Dey
The session was initiated by Mr. Pravash Dey, who titled his presentation as "Internet
of Trust", meaning a network of Computers that are secured and Trustable and the
underlying technology being "Blockchain".
The discussion initiated with the audience with the trending point Crypto- currency
and reasons got discussed upon the stand of Government, RBI, and the banks on
accepting the Cryptocurrencies. The discussion proceeded with the Distributed
Network concept, which is the strength of the Blockchain Technology. And how
through a network of lakhs of computers around the globe, is a secure network for
Blockchain is created. Secondly, Blockchain eliminates the need of intermediaries
(including Banks and intermediaries for Banks), that take care of our financial
transaction. In real time these financial transactions take somewhere around 72
hours minimum to complete the transaction, and when the sender pays 100 Rupees,
the receiver receives only 96 Rupees of it, 4% is generally the processing cost that the
Bank charges for the transaction. So this is where the disruption was required in the
FinTech industry and with Blockchain it has been possible.
Currently the time taken while transacting the crypto- currencies is somewhere
around 10 minutes, so that's the level of disruption that is prevailing. The other
reason for the popularity of the Blockchain is the boom in the prices of the specific
cryptocurrency "Bitcoin", "There was a time when the price of 1 Bitcoin was around
11 dollars which rose to the peak of about 17.9 grands, and currently at 6.2 grands.
The Crypto-currency market size was around $10 million in 2016, while it is
speculated that currently the market is valued at around $700 million in 2018" as per
the statistics shared by Mr. Pravash. Blockchain is all about a distributed(replica at
multiple places) ledger system, which makes the system more secure, thinking about
hacking into that network is pretty impossible with Blockchain, because Blockchain
works on Consensus of system, thus you need to hack at least 50% of the systems
connected in the world, which makes the Blockchain network "Immutable".
About the transactions happening over the blockchain system only the sending and
the receiving end are the ones who are aware of the transactional details.
Applications: Then a brief upon the sectors in which the Blockchain can be
implemented to solve global level problems were discussed, which included the
implementation of Blockchain into the energy Sector, which included M2M (Machineto-machine) solutions,
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i.e. smart grids that can help in evaluating and distributing the electricity at the
various nodes across the world, for effective and optimized consumption of the
electricity. Next the Government sector where a HyperLedger can be formed which
would focus more upon the problems of the citizens including Rural Development,
Waste Management, eDistricts, etc. Even the solution of using Blockchain into the
voting system also got discussed. (Currently India prefers to use the age old Secret
Ballot System). Currently the countries that have implemented the Blockchain for
voting are; Texas, New York, United Kingdom, South Korea. Also the Blockchain can
be utilized in the Land Registration and Machine Learning.
A blockchain is a chain of such individual blocks, if anyone tries to tamper with any
block in the chain then the chain breaks, and all the following blocks become invalid.
And mining each and every block in the chain could take numerous minutes, and
blockchain system is such that it validates all the peers (devices) periodically every 10
minutes. So considering that it takes around 10 seconds to mine single block, and
the chain is of 100 blocks and considering there are just a mere 10000 peers(devices)
connected, thus similar mining/ changes need to be made in 5000 devices
simultaneously, in the 10 minutes time frame, which makes the Blockchain
technology Immutable. An example of what the tokenized crypto-currency model
looks like, the minimum peer/ devices that are required to create Blockchain are 3,
because Blockchain works on consensus. "The longest chain wins", as quoted by Mr.
Dhruv. The session concluded with the discussion upon current scenario in Andhra Pradesh
banks and the adaptation by Chicago that is "Array of things", just like the Internet of things,
only difference is there they don't need Internet for communicating between the devices.
And through Machine Learning and AoT, Chicago is solving great number of problems, and
Making the world a better place. The session concluded with networking over snacks.
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Hands-on Workshop: PCB Design_____________________14th-15th July, 2018
Session by: Mr. Jaydeep Bhadani, Founder, ACDC
A

printed

circuit

board

(PCB)

mechanically

supports

and

electrically

connects electronic components or electrical components using conductive tracks,
pads

and

other

features

etched

from

one

or

more

sheet

layers

of

copper laminated onto and/or between sheet layers of a non-conductive substrate.
Components are generally soldered onto the PCB to both electrically connect and
mechanically fasten them to it. The session started with a brief introduction about
himself and also about PCB, sir gave a basic introduction about how to Design a PCB
by oneself.
The first question is rise on our mind “How to design a PCB”?
Breadboards are great for prototyping circuits, but they aren’t so good for actually
using the thing you’re building. At some point, you’ll probably want to make
a project more permanent. The best way to do that is to put it on a PCB.
Session contained:


the process of designing a PCB layout and getting it printed by a custom PCB
manufacturer



lots of tips on how to optimize your design as the performance of the circuit
depends greatly on how it’s laid out on the PCB.



Brief on uses and types of PCB



PCB etching at home vs made by a professional manufacturer



Use of online service called EasyEDA to design a PCB layout for an LM386
audio amplifier and demonstration of its manufacturing process with results.



Making schematic diagram of PCB to serve as a blueprint for laying out the
traces and placing the components on the PCB



PCB manufacturing process steps: Design and Output, file to film, printing
the inner layers, removing the unwanted layers, layer alignment and optical
inspection, layer-up and bond, drill, plating and copper deposition.

Day 2:


Make real working model, how to make PCB at home
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Convert schematic diagram into a PCB layout using PCB creation and layout
design software- Cadsoft Eagle, the alternative one can use is PCB Wizard.



Tools required considering a simple project TOUCH SWITCH using IC555:
Permanent black marker, blade cutter, sandpaper, kitchen paper, cotton
wool, some old clothes.
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Endeavors to penetrate and engage colleges in Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
Design Thinking Workshop at Atmiya Institute of Technology and Science
1st August 2018
Session by: Parth Sejpal
Design Engineering Workshop was conducted for 3rd semester Branches (CE, IT,
MECH, CIVIL, EE, EC) at Atmiya Institute of Technology and Science as a part of GIC
club events. Such workshops help students to get alignment with practical
approaches and some hands on experiences.
The main benefits of Design Engineering Workshop includes: 1. Students get clear
idea of what design thinking actually is, 2. Why design thinking in curriculum, 3.
Students get a notion of as to how design thinking aligns with industry need, 4. How
design thinking foster innovation
Topics covered: Design engineering- India approach –global context, design driven
innovation at GTU, GTU collaborations, contextual needs, skills required, Moses
Myth, innovation v/s invention, what is design thinking, design thinking phase.
The session was organized by GIC club faculty members and students and
felicitated by Principal Sir, Dr. G.D Acharya. Dr. G.D Acharya Sir also shower his
experience about this workshop with students and also motivated them.
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Product to Prototype

9 Aug, 2018

Session by: Parth Sejpal
Venue: Auditorium, GEC Rajkot
Organized by: E.C Dept. GEC Rajkot
Sponsored by: SSIP
Objective of Program: To encourage students to implement their ideas and to
design a product
Outcome of Program:
This workshop was arranged by EC Department of GEC Rajkot under SSIP grant to
provide guidance to E.C students of 3rd ,5th and 7th semester regarding the process
flow from prototype to product. Total 250 + students attended this workshop. By
attending this workshop, students came to know that what happens--or should
happen--when they take a product from prototype to production and learned an
overview of how electronic products are manufactured. The workshop was very
beneficial for students who wanted to determine whether one’s idea has a good
chance of being profitable or not and how one can narrow down the product's
functionality and associated costs.
Staff Coordinators: Dr. R D Mehta , Prof. Jay Pandya
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Academic Meet

18 Aug, 2018

Session curator: Ms. Kavita Kripalani, Ms. Foram Chandarana, Mr. Parth Sejpal
GIC Clubs are decentralized efforts of GIC in every affiliated college of GTU and are key
stakeholders in innovation ecosystem and are crucial in deploying the objectives of GIC
at grassroots level. Club faculty coordinators supervises overall efforts in their
respective colleges.
All Principals and faculty club coordinators of Saurashtra zone GTU affiliated colleges
were invited to attend the discussion on how to get the clubs run more productively by
discussing effective strategies, give insights of new interventions of GIC and all possible
support which can be provided by GIC, discussing and proposing the interventions and
support system which can be possible through collaborative efforts of all.
35 principals and faculty coordinators were present for the same.
It is true that you never know the ripples you create leads where, all the change agents
were welcomed warmly, who wish to go extra mile to support students.
The following points was discussed:











Core objectives of GIC, how it has been putting efforts since 8 years and the
success gauged.
Sensitization of students on Startup and Entrepreneurship Ecosystem.
Support and facilities provided by GI as Ideation support, IP protection,
Prototyping, Mentoring, Market access, Funding and other
Utilization of SSIP Policy
Startup Gujarat Nodal Institute policies.
Pressing need to stop redundancy in final year projects and make students work
on real challenges
Creating a common mentor pool and review final year projects
The objective being a collaborative efforts of all stakeholders, strength of GICInterns | Associates, Colleges, Alumni, Innovators, Job Creators, Industry
Partners, Ecosystem Partners
Regional center support- Participation in events and workshops, Co-working
Space utilization, Experts advise and Mentoring session, Project Evaluation
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Support, SSIP Screening, Visiting nearby industries for identifying real industries
challenges, Focus group discussion with entrepreneur and industrial export

This was followed by Q-A round, their challenges, suggestions, doubts and experience.
Insights were taken from everyone on how to revamp alumni association and engage
them, how to scout real problems and how we can scout potential innovation and
startup ideas.
Written feedback was given by many faculty coordinators and principals.
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Community collaboration
eChai: Demo Day___________________________________________4 Aug, 2018
Host: Mr. Jatin Chodhary, Founder, eChai
Evaluators: Mr. Shital Bathiya (CEO, Gowardhan Greens), Mr. Vishal Sarvaiya (CEO,
Shree V.A.M industry), Mr. Parth Sejpal (Assistant Professor)
The session began with introduction concerning GTU Innovation Council and its
efforts in building entrepreneurial ecosystem across Gujarat. Mr. Parth Sejpal
initiated the session addressing all the students, innovators, entrepreneurs and
evaluators. The session was solely conducted for early stage start up to pitch their
ideas.
The main objective of the event was to give platform to the innovators. Mr Jatin
Chaudhary briefed about eChai and few necessary factors/key points on what
essentially any startup needs. 12 startups pitched their ideas in a team.
The valuable suggestions from evaluators included:









tips, strategies, the ways of implementing existing solutions into new
business model and not reinventing the wheel,
enrollment into startup school by Y-combinator,
check viability and scalability aspects of idea,
check market competition, proper business plan,
practical aspects of idea,
have clarity on what problem you want to solve,
do-not hesitate in approaching people,
there are immense fund in the market, if your idea and business strategy is
good, anybody will fund
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